
Empirical Methods in CF

Professor Todd Gormley

Lecture 1 – Linear Regression



Source of material for this week

n The material I’ll cover this week are 
from slides I used when teaching a PhD 
methodology course at Wharton

q Full slides available at www.gormley.info
q I’m only covering a subset of them here

http://www.gormley.info/


Outline for this week

n Linear regression & causality – Today
n Panel data & IVs –Wednesday
n Natural experiments – Thursday
n RDD, standard errors, matching – Friday



Background readings

n Angrist and Pischke
q Sections 3.1-3.2, 3.4.1

n Wooldridge
q Sections 4.1 & 4.2

n Greene
q Chapter 3 and Sections 4.1-4.4, 5.7-5.9, 6.1-6.2



Motivation

n Linear regression is arguably the most 
popular modeling approach in CF

q Transparent and intuitive
q Very robust technique; easy to build on
q Even if not interested in causality, it is 

useful for describing the data

Given importance, we will some time 
now reviewing the key ideas



Motivation continued…

n As researchers, we are interested 
explaining how the world works

q E.g. how are firms’ choices regarding leverage 
explained by their investment opportunities

n I.e., if investment opportunities suddenly jumped 
for some random reason, how would we expect 
firms’ leverage to respond on average?

q More broadly, how is y explained by x, where 
both y and x are random variables?



Linear Regression – Outline 

n The CEF and causality (very brief)

q Random variables & the CEF
q Using OLS to learn about the CEF
q Briefly describe “causality”

n Multivariate estimation
n Hypothesis testing



A bit about random variables

n With this in mind, it is useful know that any 
random variable y can be written as

where (y, x, ε) are random variables and E(ε|x)=0

q E(y|x) is expected value of y given x
q In words, y can be broken down into part 

‘explained’ by x, E(y|x), and a piece that is 
mean independent of x, ε

( | )y E y x e= +



Conditional expectation function (CEF)

n E(y|x) is what we call the CEF, and 
it has very desirable properties

q Natural way to think about relationship 
between x and y

q And, it is best predictor of y given x
in a minimum mean-squared error sense

n I.e. E(y|x) minimizes E[(y-m(x))2],where 
m(x) can be any function of x. 



CEF visually…

n E(y|x) is fixed, but unobservable

n Intuition: for any value of x, distribution 
of y is centered about E(y|x)

Our goal is         
to learn about 

the CEF



Linear Regression – Outline 

n The CEF and causality (very brief)

q Random variables & the CEF
q Using OLS to learn about the CEF
q Briefly describe “causality”

n Multivariate estimation
n Hypothesis testing



Linear regression and the CEF

n If done correctly, a linear regression can 
help us uncover what the CEF is

n Consider linear regression model,

q y = dependent variable
q x = independent variable 
q u = error term (or disturbance)
q β = slope parameter

y x ub= +



Some additional terminology

n Other terms for y…

q Outcome variable
q Response variable
q Explained variable
q Predicted variable
q Regressand

n Other terms for x…

q Covariate
q Control variable
q Explanatory variable
q Predictor variable
q Regressor



Details about y = βx + u

n (y, x, u) are random variables
n (y, x) are observable
n (u, β) are unobservable

q u captures everything that determines y after 
accounting for x [This might be a lot of stuff!]

q We want to estimate β



Ordinary Least Squares (OLS)

n Simply put, OLS finds the β that 
minimizes the mean-squared error

n Using first order condition: E[x(y-βx)]=0, 
we have β=E(xy)/E(x2)

n Note: by definition, the residual from this 
regression, y-βx, is uncorrelated with x

2argmin [( ) ]
b

E y bxb = = -



What great about this linear regression?

n It can be proved that…

q βx is best* linear prediction of y given x
q βx is best* linear approximation of E(y|x)

*  ‘best’ in terms of minimum mean-squared error

n This is quite useful.  I.e. even if E(y|x) is 
nonlinear, the regression gives us the best 
linear approximation of it



Linear Regression – Outline 

n The CEF and causality (very brief)

q Random variables & the CEF
q Using OLS to learn about the CEF
q Briefly describe “causality”

n Multivariate estimation
n Hypothesis testing



What about causality?

n Need to be careful here… 

q How x explains y, which this regression 
helps us understand, is not the same as 
learning the causal effect of x on y

q For that, we need more assumptions…



The basic assumptions [Part 1]

n Assumption #1: E(u) = 0

q With intercept, this is totally innocuous
q Just change regression to y = α + βx + u,   

where α is the intercept term
q Now suppose, E(u)=k≠0

n We could rewrite u = k + w, where E(w)=0
n Then, model becomes y = (α + k) + βx + w
n Intercept is now just α + k, and error, w, is mean zero
n I.e. Any non-zero mean is absorbed by intercept



The basic assumptions [Part 2]

n Assumption #2: E(u|x) = E(u)
q In words, average of u (i.e. unexplained portion 

of y) does not depend on value of x
q This is “conditional mean independence” (CMI)

n True if x and u are independent of each other
n Implies u and x are uncorrelated

This is the key assumption being made 
when people make causal inferences

Intuition?



CMI Assumption

n Basically, assumption says you’ve got correct 
CEF model for causal effect of x on y

q CEF is causal if it describes differences in 
average outcomes for a change in x

n i.e. increase in x from values a to b is equal to             
E(y|x=b)–E(y|x=a)  [In words?]

q Easy to see that this is only true if E(u|x) = E(u) 
[This is done on next slide…]



Example of why CMI is needed

n With model y = α + βx + u, 

q E(y|x=a) = α + βa + E(u|x=a)
q E(y|x=b) = α + βb + E(u|x=b)
q Thus, E(y|x=b) – E(y|x=a) =                           
β(b-a) + E(u|x=b) – E(u|x=a)

q This only equals what we think of as the ‘causal’ 
effect of x changing from a to b if E(u|x=b) = 
E(u|x=a)… i.e. CMI assumption holds



Tangent – CMI versus correlation

n CMI (which implies x and u are 
uncorrelated) is needed for no bias           
[which is a finite sample property]

n But, we only need to assume a zero 
correlation between x and u for consistency
[which is a large sample property]

q More about bias vs. consistency later; but we 
typically care about consistency, which is why 
I’ll often refer to correlations rather than CMI



Is it plausible?

n Admittedly, there are many reasons why 
this assumption might be violated

q Recall, u captures all the factors that affect y
other than x… It will contain a lot!

q Let’s just do a couple of examples…



Ex. #1 – Capital structure regression

n Consider following firm-level regression:

q CMI implies average u is same for each profitability
q Easy to find a few stories why this isn’t true…

n #1 – unprofitable firms tend to have higher bankruptcy risk, 
which by tradeoff theory, should mean a lower leverage

n #2 – unprofitable firms have accumulated less cash, which 
by pecking order means they should have more leverage 

i i iLeverage Profitability ua b= + +



Ex. #2 – Investment

n Consider following firm-level regression:

q CMI implies average u is same for each Tobin’s Q
q Easy to find a few stories why this isn’t true…

n #1 – Firms with low Q might be in distress & invest less
n #2 – Firms with high Q might be smaller, younger firms 

that have a harder time raising capital to fund investments

i i iInvestment Q ua b= + +

Measure of  
investment 

opportunities



Is there a way to test for CMI?

n Let     be the predicted value of y, i.e.                                
Ttttt , where α and β are OLS estimates

n And, let     be the residual, i.e.
n Can we prove CMI if residuals if  E(   )=0   

and if      is uncorrelated with x?

q Answer: No!  By construction these residuals are 
mean zero and uncorrelated with x.  See earlier 
derivation of OLS estimates

ŷ
ŷ xa b= +

û ˆ ˆu y y= -

û
û



Identification police

n What people call the “identification police” 
are those that look for violations of CMI

q I.e. the “police” look for a reason why the 
model’s disturbance is correlated with x
n Unfortunately, it’s not that hard…
n Trying to find ways to ensure the CMI 

assumption holds and causal inferences can be 
made will be a key focus of this course



A side note about “endogeneity”

n Many “police” will criticize a model by 
saying it has an “endogeneity problem” but 
then don’t say anything further…

n But what does it mean to say there is an 
“an endogeneity problem”?



A side note about “endogeneity”

n My view: such vague “endogeneity” critics 
suspect something is potentially wrong, but 
don’t really know why or how
q Don’t let this be you!  Be specific about 

what the problem is!

n Violations to CMI can be roughly 
categorized into three bins… which are?



Three reasons why CMI is violated

n Omitted variable bias
n Measurement error bias
n Simultaneity bias

q We will look at each of these in  much 
more detail in the “Causality” lecture



What “endogenous” means to me

n An “endogenous” x is when its value 
depends on y (i.e. it determined jointly with y
such that there is simultaneity bias).  
q But, some use a broader definition to                 

mean any correlation between x and u
[e.g. Roberts & Whited (2011)]

q Because of the confusion, I avoid using 
“endogeneity”; I’d recommend the same for you

n I.e. Be specific about CMI violation; just say omitted 
variable, measurement error, or simultaneity bias



n The CEF and causality (very brief)
n Multivariate estimation

q Properties & Interpretation
q Partial regression interpretation
q R2, bias, and consistency

n Hypothesis testing
n Miscellaneous issues

Linear Regression – Outline 



Motivation 

n Rather uncommon that we have 
just one independent variable

q So, now we will look at multivariate 
OLS models and their properties…



Basic multivariable model

n Example with constant and k regressors

n Similar identifying assumptions as before

q No collinearity among covariates [why?]
q E(u|x1,…, xk) = 0

n Implies no correlation between any x and u, which 
means we have the correct model of the true causal 
relationship between y and (x1,…, xk)

0 1 1 ... k ky x x ub b b= + + + +



Interpretation of estimates

n Estimated intercept,     , is predicted 
value of y when all x = 0; sometimes this 
makes sense, sometimes it doesn’t

n Estimated slopes,                 , have a 
more subtle interpretation now…

q How would you interpret      ? 

0b̂

( )1̂
ˆ,..., kb b

1̂b

0 1 1
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ... k ky x x ub b b= + + + +



Interpretation – Answer 

n Estimated slopes,                 , have partial 
effect interpretations

n Typically, we think about change in just one 
variable, e.g. Δ x1, holding constant all other 
variables, i.e. (Δx2,…, Δxk all equal 0)

q This is given by 
q I.e.     is the coefficient holding all else fixed 

(ceteris paribus)

1 1
ˆŷ xbD = D

1̂b

( )1̂
ˆ,..., kb b



Interpretation continued…

n But, can also look at how changes in 
multiple variables at once affects 
predicted value of y

q I.e. given changes in x1 through xk
we obtain the predicted change in y, Δy

1 1
ˆ ˆˆ ... k ky x xb bD = D + + D



Example interpretation – College GPA

n Suppose we regress college GPA onto high 
school GPA (4-point scale) and ACT score 
for N = 141 university students

q What does the intercept tell us?
q What does the slope on hsGPA tell us?

1.29 0.453 0.0094colGPA hsGPA ACT= + +



Example – Answers 

n Intercept pretty meaningless… person with 
zero high school GPA and ACT doesn’t exist

n Example interpretation of slope…

q Consider two students, Ann and Bob, with 
identical ACT score, but Ann’s GPA is 1 point 
higher than Bob.  Best prediction of Ann’s college 
GPA is that it will be 0.453 higher than Bob’s



Example continued…

n Now, what is effect of increasing high school 
GPA by 1 point and ACT by 1 point?

0.453 0.0094
0.453 0.0094
0.4624

colGPA hsGPA ACT
colGPA
colGPA

D = ´D + ´D
D = +
D =



n The CEF and causality (very brief)
n Linear OLS model
n Multivariate estimation

q Properties & Interpretation
q Partial regression interpretation
q R2, bias, and consistency

n Hypothesis testing
n Miscellaneous issues

Linear Regression – Outline 



Partial regression [Part 1]
n The following is quite useful to know…
n Suppose you want to estimate the following

q Is there another way to get     that doesn’t 
involve estimating this directly?

n Answer: Yes!  You can estimate it by regressing the 
residuals from a regression of y on x2 onto the 
residuals from a regression of x1 onto x2

0 1 1 2 2y x x ub b b= + + +

1̂b



Partial regression [Part 2]

n To be clear, you get     , by…

#1 – Regress y on x2; save residuals (call them    )

#2 – Regress x1 on x2; save residuals (call them     )

#3 – Regress     onto     ; the estimated coefficient 
will be the same as if you’d just run the original 
multivariate regression!!!

1̂b

  !y

  !x

  !y   !x



Partial regression – Interpretation 

n Multivariate estimation is basically finding 
effect of each independent variable after 
partialing out effect of other variables

q I.e. Effect of x1 on y after controlling for x2, (i.e. 
what you’d get from regressing y on both x1 and 
x2) is the same as what you get after you partial 
out the effect x2 from both x1 and y and then run 
a regression using the residuals



Partial regression – Generalized 

n This property holds more generally…
q Suppose X1 is vector of independent variables
q X2 is vector of more independent variables
q And, you want to know that coefficients on X1 that 

you would get from a multivariate regression of y
onto all the variables in X1 and X2…



Partial regression – Generalized, Part 2 

n You can get the coefficients for each 
variable in X1 by…
q Regress y and each variable in X1 onto all the 

variables in X2 (at once), save residuals from 
each regression

q Do a regression of residuals; i.e. regress y
onto variables of X1, but replace y and X1
with the residuals from the corresponding 
regression in step #1



Practical application of partial regression

n Now, what is wrong with the following? 

q Researcher wants to know effect of x on y                
after controlling for z

q So, researcher removes the variation in y that is  
driven by z by regressing y on z & saves residuals

q Then, researcher regresses these residuals on x and 
claims to have identified effect of x on y controlling 
for z using this regression



Practical application – Answer 

n It’s wrong because it didn’t partial the effect 
of z out of x!  Therefore, it is NOT the 
same as regressing y onto both x and z!

n Unfortunately, it is commonly done by 
researchers in finance [e.g. industry-adjusting]

q To see how badly this can mess up things; 
please see Gormley and Matsa (RFS 2014)



n The CEF and causality (very brief)
n Linear OLS model
n Multivariate estimation

q Properties & Interpretation
q Partial regression interpretation
q R2, bias, and consistency

n Hypothesis testing
n Miscellaneous issues

Linear Regression – Outline 



Goodness-of-Fit (R2)

n A lot is made of R-squared; so let’s 
quickly review exactly what it is

n Start by defining the following:
q Sum of squares total (SST)
q Sum of squares explained (SSE)
q Sum of squares residual (SSR)



Definition of SST, SSE, SST
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SST is total variation in y

If  N is the number of  observations and the 
regression has a constant, then

SSE is total variation in predicted y 
[mean of  predicted y = mean of  y]

SSR is total variation in residuals
[mean of  residual = 0]



SSR, SST, and SSE continued…

n The total variation, SST, can be broken 
into two pieces… the explained part, 
SSE and unexplained part, SSR

n R2 is just the share of total variation that 
is explained!  In other words, 

SST = SSE + SSR

R2 = SSE/SST = 1 – SSR/SST



More about R2

n As seen on last slide, R2 must be 
between 0 and 1

n It can also be shown that R2 is equal 
to the square of the correlation 
between y and predicted y

n If you add an independent variable, 
R2 will never go down



Adjusted R2

n Because R2 always goes up, we often use 
what is called Adjusted R2

q k = # of regressors, excluding the constant
q Basically, you get penalized for each additional 

regressor, such that adjusted R2 won’t go up after 
you add another variable if it doesn’t improve fit 
much [it can actually go down!]

( )2 2 11 1
1

NAdjR R
N k

-æ ö= - - ç ÷- -è ø



n If I tell you the R2 is 0.014 from a 
regression, what does that mean?  Is it bad?
q Answer #1 = It means I’m only explaining 

about 1.4% of the variation in y with the 
regressors that I’m including in the regression

q Answer #2 = Not necessarily!  It doesn’t mean 
the model is wrong; you might still be getting a 
consistent estimate of the β you care about!

Interpreting R2



n The CEF and causality (very brief)
n Multivariate estimation
n Hypothesis testing

q Heteroskedastic versus Homoskedastic errors
q Hypothesis tests
q Economic versus statistical significance

Linear Regression – Outline 
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Hypothesis testing

n Before getting to hypothesis testing, which 
allows us to say something like “our 
estimate is statistically significant”, it is 
helpful to first look at OLS variance

q Understanding it and the assumptions made to 
get it can help us get the right standard errors 
for our later hypothesis tests

58



Variance of OLS Estimators

n Homoskedasticity implies Var(u|x) = σ2

q I.e. Variance of disturbances, u, doesn’t 
depend on level of observed x

n Heteroskedasticity implies Var(u|x) = f(x)
q I.e. Variance of disturbances, u, does depend 

on level of x in some way

59



Variance visually…

Homoskedasticity Heteroskedasticity

60



Which assumption is more realistic?

n In investment regression, which is more realistic, 
homoskedasticity or heteroskedasticity?

q Answer: Heteroskedasticity seems like a much safer 
assumption to make; not hard to come up with 
stories on why homoskedasticity is violated

Investment  = α + βQ + u

61



Heteroskedasticity (HEK) and bias

n Does heteroskedasticity cause bias?
q Answer = No!  E(u|x)=0 (which is what we need 

for unbiased estimates) is something entirely 
different.  Hetereskedasticity just affects SEs! 

q Heteroskedasticity just means that the OLS 
estimate may no longer be the most efficient (i.e. 
precise) linear estimator

n So, why do we care about HEK?

62



Default is homoskedastic (HOK) SEs

n Default standard errors reported by 
programs like Stata assume HOK

q If standard errors are heteroskedastic, 
statistical inferences made from these 
standard errors might be incorrect…

q How do we correct for this?

63



Robust standard errors (SEs)

n Use “robust” option to get standard 
errors (for hypothesis testing ) that are 
robust to heteroskedasticity

q Typically increases SE, but usually won’t 
make that big of a deal in practice

q If standard errors go down, could have 
problem; use the larger standard errors!

q We will talk about clustering later…

64



Using WLS to deal with HEK

n Weighted least squares (WLS) is sometimes 
used when worried about heteroskedasticity

q WLS basically weights the observation of x using 
an estimate of the variance at that value of x

q Done correctly, can improve precision of estimates

65



WLS continued… a recommendation
n Recommendation of Angrist-Pischke      

[See Section 3.4.1]: don’t bother with WLS

q OLS is consistent, so why bother?                     
Can just use robust standard errors

q Finite sample properties can be bad [and it may 
not actually be more efficient]

q Harder to interpret than just using OLS [which 
is still best linear approx. of CEF]

66



n The CEF and causality (very brief)
n Multivariate estimation
n Hypothesis testing

q Heteroskedastic versus Homoskedastic errors
q Hypothesis tests
q Economic versus statistical significance

Linear Regression – Outline 
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Hypothesis tests
n This type of phrases are common: “The 

estimate,    , is statistically significant”

q What does this mean?
q Answer = “Statistical significance” is 

generally meant to imply an estimate is 
statistically different than zero

But, where does this come from?

b̂

68



Hypothesis tests[Part 2]

n When thinking about significance, it is 
helpful to remember a few things…

q Estimates of β1, β2, etc. are functions of random 
variables; thus, they are random variables with 
variances and covariances with each other

q These variances & covariances can be estimated 
[See textbooks for various derivations]

q Standard error is just the square root of an 
estimate’s estimated variance

69



Hypothesis tests[Part 3]

n Reported t-stat is just telling us how 
many standard deviations our sample 
estimate,     , is from zero

q I.e. it is testing the null hypothesis: 
q p-value is just the likelihood that we would 

get an estimate     standard deviations away 
from zero by luck if the true 

b̂

b̂
0b =

0b =

!
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Hypothesis tests[Part 4]

n See textbooks for more details on how to 
do other hypothesis tests; E.g. 
q

q

q Given these are generally easily done in 
programs like Stata, I don’t want to 
spend time going over the math 

1 2b b=
1 2 3 0b b b= = =

71
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n The CEF and causality (very brief)
n Multivariate estimation
n Hypothesis testing

q Heteroskedastic versus Homoskedastic errors
q Hypothesis tests
q Economic versus statistical significance

Linear Regression – Outline 
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Statistical vs. Economic Significance

n These are not the same!

q Coefficient might be statistically 
significant, but economically small

n You can get this in large samples, or when 
you have a lot of variation in x (or outliers) 

q Coefficient might be economically large, 
but statistically insignificant

n Might just be small sample size or too little 
variation in x to get precise estimate
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Economic Significance

n You should always check economic 
significance of coefficients

q E.g. how large is the implied change in y
for a standard deviation change in x? 

q And importantly, is that plausible?  If not, 
you might have a specification problem

74



Paper’s worth reading…

n Angrist (AER 1990)

q Military service & future earnings

n Angrist and Lavy (QJE 1999)

q Class size & student achievements

n Acemoglu, et al. (AER 2001) 

q Institutions and economic development

These are seminal 
papers in 

economics with 
clever identification 

strategies…        
i.e., what we aspire 
to learn about later 

in the course


